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Abstrat. In this paper we take a seond look at urrent researh issuesfor onversational dialogue systems addressed in [17℄. We look at twosystems, a movie information and a stok information system whih werebuilt based on the experienes with the train information system Evar,desribed in [17℄.1 IntrodutionTwo years ago, at TSD '99 we presented the Evar system, a onversational spo-ken dialogue researh prototype for train information [17℄. There we disussedresearh issues for onversational dialogue systems. At the same time �rst planswere made to start a spin-o� ompany out of our researh group with the aim tomarket dialogue systems. Based on the philosophy presented in [17℄, a ompletelynew implementation of a task{ and language{independent dialogue manager wasperformed. Sine then we implemented about 10 di�erent onversational systemswith appliations ranging from movie information and movie tiket reservation toquality assurane in an industrial environment. Systems were presented at Sys-tems '99, CeBit 2000, Systems 2000 and CeBit 2001. In Otober 2000 Sympalogreeived the IST-Prize 2001 by the European Community for its onversationaldialogue tehnology.We thought this onferene would be a good oasion to have a seond lookat some of the implemented systems to see, where researh issues raised in [17℄were addressed and whih new issues ame up. Of ourse, we don't laim thatwe solved the addressed researh issues. Also, even though we onstantly testedthe di�erent prototypes of the systems with `naive' users, we annot yet provideresults from an extensive and systemati �eld test.We �rst haraterize two of the implemented systems, the movie informationsystem Fraenki and the stok information system Stoki (Setion 2), then welook at most of the researh issues addressed in [17℄ (Setion 3 { 9) and addresssome additional issues (Setion 10 { 11).This researh was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Eduation, Siene,Researh and Tehnology (BMBF) in the framework of the Verbmobil Projetunder Grant 01 IV 701 K5. The responsibility for the ontents of this artile lieswith the authors.



2 Two Exemplary Conversational Dialogue Systems2.1 FraenkiAfter the implementation of a ompletely new task{ and language{independentdialogue manager in the appliation domain of Evar (train information), wereated a dialogue system for a typial loal information retrieval task, theFraenki movie information system. We hose this way rather than immediatelyimplementing a movie information system to learn more about side e�etsthat might ome up when porting a system arhiteture to a new appliation.Fraenki knows the program of all the movie theaters in a restrited area(Middle Franonia, i.e. the greater Nuremberg area with approximately 1.5 mio.people). There are about 60 theaters in 35 loations with a total of about 350performanes shown per day. The system is hooked up to the publi telephone(+49 9131 16287 and +49 9131 6166116). Fraenki is a monolingual Germansystem. The voabulary is about 1500 word forms. The program is updatedweekly from the Internet. New titles are added to the reognition lexion in asemi-automati way (see Setion 6). Typial initial user utteranes whih anbe proessed suessfully, range fromI want to go to the movies ) (will lead to system driven dialogue)toI want to see `Pearl Harbor' tonight in Erlangen at about eight )(user driven dialogue, arbitrary ombination of information slots)2.2 StokiStoki is a stok information system whih knows about stoks listed in theDax30 and EuroStoxx50 (the German and European equivalent to the DowJones) and the Nemax50 (the German equivalent to the Nasdaq). Stoki ananswer questions about information like stok ID, day's high, day's low andtraded volume. It knows about 10 stok exhanges. The about 130 stoks arerepresented by about 250 variants like `Meredes', `Daimler', `Chrysler', and`DaimlerChrysler' for the `DaimlerChrysler' ompany. A typial question to thesystem isWhat's the urrent prie and the traded volume of BMW in Frankfurt?Stoki is multilingual and an proess inquiries and answer questions in Ger-man, English and Frenh. The information is aessed every n seonds or on they after the user inquiry from a �nanial servie provider. Currently Stoki isonly a demonstrator and annot be aessed via the publi phone.3 WWW Database AessIn [17℄ we showed that Evar aessed its information from several informationsoures in the WWW like the German Railways (DB), Lufthansa, and SwissRailways (SBB), together with the faility for a number of loal databases to beset{up for regularly{aessed data. Evar gathered all the neessary informationfrom the user and only aessed the remote databases one (mostly for proess-ing speed). While Fraenki has a loal opy of its remote database whih is



updated weekly Stoki has to onstantly aess the remote database to guar-antee the most reent data. This situation neessitates a loser interation withthe information provider than a simple HTML{parser for WWW{pages whihsuÆes for a researh demonstrator (not to mention the legal aspets whih haveto be leared). Aess speed and data seurity might make a di�erent interfaeneessary for a ommerial system but more important, the interfaes to theWWW databases have to be de�ned for instane via XML and respetive dou-ment type de�nitions (DTD �les) and asading style sheets (CSS). This allowsa lean separation of `what' is represented on a WWW{page (DTD) and `how'it is represented (CSS). Otherwise nearly any layout hange in the WWW{pagemeans a hange to the HTML{parser for the database aess whih is an un-aeptable amount of maintenane. Another important topi is the VoieXML[2℄ standard. VoieXML is beoming the voie markup standard for InterativeVoie Response (IVR) appliations [14℄. It allows standardized interfaes be-tween the di�erent modules of spoken dialogues systems suh as the reognizer,the text{to{speeh engine, and the dialogue manager. This will lead to an easierintegration of omponents from di�erent vendors.4 Flexible and Adaptive Dialogue StrategyOne of the distintive traits of our dialogue systems is the possibility for the usersto freely formulate their queries and arry out the transation quite exibly. Theuser is allowed to take the initiative regarding the order in whih task parameterspei�ation takes plae and is also usually able to hange the urrent subgoal ofthe interation; e.g. in orreting a parameter that has already been dealt with,at a time when the system is expeting information about another parameter.This ontrasts to the more ommon approah of presenting the user with menusto whih they have to omply and answer with yes or no. As a result, however,there are more possibilities regarding the ontent of the next user utterane, thusinreasing the probability of misreognitions and misunderstandings. To remedythis, we introdued a exible strategy of impliit and expliit on�rmation [11℄.In ase of misreognitions and beause of the island driven hunk{parsingapproah used in the semanti analysis [16℄, this an lead to the insertion ofsemanti units. The system then tries to on�rm a task parameter value whihwas never uttered by the user. In [5℄ it is reported that users reat muh moresensitive to the wrong insertion of task parameter values than to the deletion ofuttered ones. Con�denes measures as desribed in [9℄ are needed to rejet anutterane rather than on�rm a wrongly deteted task parameter value. The tun-ing of when to rejet an utterane is very diÆult though, sine it will inevitablylead to a lower understanding rate (sometimes a orretly deteted task param-eter value will be refused). Automati detetion of the optimal working pointis very diÆult and an important researh issue. Besides on�denes measuresthe expliit handling of out{of{voabulary and out{of{domain situations, as de-sribed in the next hapter, an help very muh to inrease the understandingrate.



5 Robustness towards Out{of{Voabulary WordsOne of the most important auses of failure in spoken dialogue systems is usuallynegleted: the problem of words that are not overed by the system's voabu-lary (Out{Of{Voabulary or OOV words). In suh a ase, the word reognizerusually reognizes one or more di�erent words with an aousti pro�le simi-lar to the unknown. These misreognitions often result in possibly irreparablemisunderstandings between the user and the system. In [13℄ we presented anapproah to diretly detet OOV words during the speeh reognition proessand, at the same time, to lassify the word with respet to a set of semantilasses. This information was used to handle OOV words in the dialogue [8℄. InFraenki and Stoki we extended this notion towards `out{of{domain' (OOD)questions whih are likely to our even from a ooperative user: The user mightask for an information that is not in the database, like the ontent of a movie.These questions are modeled and the system informs the user that it annotanswer the question. Also, we inluded some preditable OOV words (like bigGerman ities outside the region for whih Fraenki has information) expliitlyin the reognition lexion. Thus Fraenki an reognize that the user wants toknow the movie shedule of a ity outside of its region either via the `OOV City'word ([13℄) or beause the user asks for the shedule in a ity that is lose tothe region like Regensburg or one of the major ities of Germany like Munihand Hamburg. Similarly Stoki reognizes 6 stok exhanges like New York andTokyo, 6 indies like Nasdaq and about 50 stoks listed in other indies than theones in the database like Mirosoft and Exxon. Figure 1 shows exerpts fromexample dialogues for OOV and OOD situations. Of ourse we do not handlearbitrary OOD inquiries like `Can you bring me a Pizza?', sine we assume aooperative user. The automati detetion of `ooperative' OOD and OOV sit-uations during �eld tests and in routine use of the system without huge amountof human inspetion is an important researh area.6 MultilingualityWithin the EC Copernius{projet SQEL, a multilingual (Czeh, German, Slo-vak, and Slovenian) and multifuntional (airline and railroad onnetions) ver-sion of Evar was implemented [4℄. Stoki an handle questions in German,English, and Frenh using the same tehnology. Speeh reognition and lan-guage identi�ation is performed in one integrated proess as desribed in [18℄.The appliations of Stoki and Fraenki have another multilingual problem,whih is espeially important for the update of the lexion: Many stok namesand movie titles ontain foreign, espeially English words; often a movie has anEnglish title and a German subtitle and users ask for the �lm using all 3 possi-bilities (English title, German title, and both titles). We thus have the problem(typial for many dialogue appliations) that the reognition voabulary hangesregularly and ontains proper names and aronyms from many languages whihare expeted to be pronouned by non{native speakers. The pronuniation e.g. of`IBM' or `Carrefour' depends to a large extent on the skill level of the user in thelanguage of the names' origin. This problem has barely been touhed in researhonerning multilingual speeh reognition, sine pratially all researh onerns



System: Welome at the stok information system from Sympalog -whih information do you want?User: What is the urrent prie of Coa-Cola?System: Information about Coa-Cola is urrently not available.Do you need any other information?(a) Example of Stoki handling an OOV stok nameSystem: Hi, this is Fraenki - whih information do you want?User: Hi, I want to see an ation movie.System: Sorry, but urrently I am unable to provide you with informationonerning the quality, ontent or genre of the movie.Do you need any other information?(b) Example of Fraenki handling an OOD questionFig. 1. Example dialogues involving OOV and OOD situationsnative speakers or non{natives from bilingual regions [3℄. A lot of researh needsto be done both on the level of grapheme{to{phoneme onversion and in speehsynthesis to handle this diÆult situation. For Fraenki new titles are retrievedfrom the internet soure one a week, phonetized semi{manually by an expert,and spoken by the speaker whose voie is used for a onatenation of prereordedwords and phrases as system output. This is aeptable sine the movie shed-ules only hange one a week and sine the manual work normally only onernsa few new titles. However, only swithing to TV program rather than movie the-aters makes this approah unaeptable beause of the huge amount of manualwork and a di�erent approah needs to be taken (see [19℄ for our �rst experi-ments onerning the pronuniation of foreign words in the Fraenki senario).Even though there is signi�antly more manual work involved, urrent `o�{the{shelve' synthesis performs far too poorly to be an alternative to onatenationof prereorded words and phrases in the Fraenki/Stoki senario.7 Stohasti Methods for Semanti AnalysisIn [17℄ we argue that statistial methods need to be explored for semanti anal-ysis. While we are still absolutely onvined that this is the long term way togo, urrent statistial methods for semanti analysis require too muh trainingdata and don't generalize enough aross appliations to be used for fast proto-typing. One an imagine though a hybrid approah from stohasti methods asdesribed in [15℄ and linguisti methods as desribed in [7℄ for semanti analysis:a stohasti module an sore ompeting hypotheses from a knowledge basedlinguisti module and thus deide on the order in whih the semanti hypothe-



ses are proessed. Another possibility, that we urrently look at is whether astohasti module an be used aross appliations to detet unooperative userutteranes. Furthermore, it is an open and fasinating researh topi whether itis possible to detet hanges in the users' behavior over time, using stohastisemanti analysis and unsupervised learning tehniques on log{�les of runningsystems. Sine the lient of a dialogue system is always interested in the e�e-tiveness of his system and sine evaluation requires a lot of expensive handworkby IT{experts, we believe that this is an important question.8 Integrated Reognition of Words and BoundariesIn [17℄, we propose the diret integration of the lassi�ation of phrase bound-aries into the word reognition proess. HMMs are used to model phrase bound-aries, whih are also integrated into the stohasti language model. The wordreognizer then determines the optimal sequene of words and boundaries. Theapproah is desribed in detail in [12℄ and is used in the semanti analysis of oursystems: a word sequene ontaining a boundary is less likely to represent a taskparameter value than one without.9 User EmotionIn [17℄ we argued that it is important to identify a situation where the user getsangry in order to initiate an appropriate reation, suh as referring the ustomerto a human operator or starting a lari�ation sub{dialogue. This subjet re-mains to be a topi of fundamental researh and of growing interest [10℄. In [6℄ itis shown in a WOZ{senario that not only aousti/prosodi parameters have tobe exploited but dialogue struture/history as well; for instane, plain repetitionof the last utterane vs. rephrasing an be an important ue to the detetion ofanger/frustration.10 MultimodalityStoki is a demonstrator system. When installed at a diret brokerage bank,questions like aess ontrol beome important, espeially if the funtionality isextended to stok trading. Current voie based veri�ation tehnology is far tooerror prone to be aepted by any bank and PIN or password input via voiemight be unaeptable in a publi environment. Touh{tone (DTMF){based PINinput is an example where multimodal input is a neessity. The fat that a PINmight be spoken from a lient driving a ar but not be typed in via DTMFin that situation also demonstrates the neessity to exibly o�er several inputmodalities. If one thinks of uni�ed message systems, then multimodal output isjust as important. For instane, a user might ask for tasks likegive me the urrent prie of all the ar manufaturersand fax them to my seretary.Similarly, a Fraenki user in the near future might want to see a preview ofa movie, if s/he has a UMTS{phone. We believe that speeh will only be anintegral part of future human{mahine{interation, but that spoken dialoguewill be `entral ontrol' of suh an interation (see [1℄ and [20℄ for a projet ondialogue based multimodal human{tehnology interation).



11 Various topisIn this setion we want to address some topis that ame up during the imple-mentation of the various systems that are important for future systems and werenot mentioned in [17℄.11.1 Barge inFor a onversational system it is absolutely inevitable to have a sophistiatedbarge in apability and robust noise anellation. Espeially in the Fraenki se-nario we experiene many alls from non{home/oÆe environments, i.e. bars andpubli plaes with signi�ant bakground noise.11.2 Rapid prototypingFraenki was built from srath in two months using the existing reognitionengine and dialogue manager. Due to the meanwhile available Sympalog toolkit,other prototypes were implemented within a ouple of days. Fast porting to newdomains is very important for `real life' systems and has enormous onsequenesespeially for the methods in semanti interpretation and dialogue modeling; forinstane methods that require a lot of hand enoding of linguisti knowledge foreah lexial item are not feasible.11.3 UpsalingThe ability to handle n alls in parallel is no researh issue but has large on-sequenes for the system arhiteture and the use of resoures. Questions whihhave to be addressed inlude timing issues (real time speeh input, speeh out-put, speeh reognition, and database aess) and redundany towards hardwarefailures.12 ConlusionIn this paper we presented two state{of{the{art onversational dialogue systems.We took a seond look at the researh issues raised in [17℄. It turns out that mostof the researh issues are still more than valid and that automati learning meth-ods lak robustness towards insuÆient data to be used in rapid prototyping fornew systems. Speeh synthesis is an Ahilles' heel for telephony based dialoguesystems, sine it is THE interfae to the user and sine proper names and for-eign words are not pronouned well by urrent synthesis systems. VoieXML willbe an important part of future onversational systems and multimodality willbeome inreasingly important with strong tehnologial hanges in the mobileommuniation ahead of us.Referenes1. SmartKom Projet. http://www.smartkom.org.2. VoieXML Forum. http://www.voiexml.org.3. Pro. of the Workshop on Multi-Lingual Speeh Communiation, Kyoto, Japan,2000.
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